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A component that allows a GameObjectThe fundamental object in Unity scenes, which can represent characters, props, scenery, cameras, waypoints, and more. A GameObjects functionality is defined by the Components attached to it. More info See in Glossary to be affected by simulated gravity and other forces. More info A
physics component allowing a dynamic connection between Rigidbody components, usually allowing some degree of movement such as a hinge. More info See in Glossary type that connects two RigidbodyA component that allows a GameObject to be affected by simulated gravity and other forces. More info See in Glossary

components together but allows the distance between them to change as though they were connected by a spring. More info A jointA physics component allowing a dynamic connection between Rigidbody components, usually allowing some degree of movement such as a hinge. More info See in Glossary type that connects two
RigidbodyA component that allows a GameObject to be affected by simulated gravity and other forces. More info See in Glossary components together but allows the distance between them to change as though they were connected by a spring. More info A system that simulates aspects of physical systems so that objects can

accelerate correctly and be affected by collisionsA collision occurs when the physics engine detects that the colliders of two GameObjects make contact or overlap, when at least one has a Rigidbody component and is in motion. More info See in Glossary, gravity and other forces. More info
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a physics component allowing a dynamic connection between rigidbody components, usually allowing some degree of movement such as a hinge. more info see in glossary property to set the target positiona joint
property to set the target position that the joints drive force should move it to. more info see in glossary under the drive force. more info an automatic process performed by unity which determines whether a moving
gameobjectthe fundamental object in unity scenes, which can represent characters, props, scenery, cameras, waypoints, and more. a gameobjects functionality is defined by the components attached to it. more info

see in glossary with a rigidbodya component that allows a gameobject to be affected by simulated gravity and other forces. more info see in glossary and collideran invisible shape that is used to handle physical
collisions for an object. a collider doesnt need to be exactly the same shape as the objects mesh - a rough approximation is often more efficient and indistinguishable in gameplay. more info see in glossary

component has come into contact with any other collidersan invisible shape that is used to handle physical collisions for an object. more info see in glossary. more info a physics component allowing a dynamic
connection between rigidbodya component that allows a gameobject to be affected by simulated gravity and other forces. more info see in glossary components, usually allowing some degree of movement such as a

hinge. more info 5ec8ef588b
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